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Physics of Chaos
And

Fractal Geometry

OLD PHYSICS

Physics : it is possible to build models with deterministic characteristics, which allow us
to predict the system, in the future and back in time.
Time is reversible
The object is simple or reducible in simple systems. You can delete the "outline".
The realm of the increase in entropy, the tendency to disorder.

T = 2p L / g

F = G (m1 * m2/r2)

Galileo Galilei

Isaac Newton

Biology:
The realm of the complexity and of the order
Time arrow : time reversal is impossible.
The world of teleonomy: the living system has finalism.

Oops .. Who's right? Physics or biology?

- Rise (and fall) of determinism in science -

Pierre Simon de Laplace (1749-1827)
The Triumph of Scientific
Determinism
«"We may regard the present state of the universe as the
effect of its past and the cause of its future. An intellect
which at any given moment knew all of the forces that
animate nature and the mutual positions of the beings that
compose it, if this intellect were vast enough to submit the
data to analysis, could condense into a single formula the
movement of the greatest bodies of the universe and that
of the lightest atom; for such an intellect nothing could be
uncertain and the future just like the past would be present
before its eyes." »
(Essai philosophique sur les probabilités, 1814, Laplace)

The Triumph of Scientific
Determinism
But 25 years ago, too…
3rd March, 1995, discovering the last quark:
Physicists wrote:
Knowing who they are and how quarks
interact with each other will be possible to
follow mathematically the evolution of whole
Universe. Especially in the past but also in
the future.

Noise [undeterministic behavior] in
Biology, Rep Prog Phys. 2014
Lev S. Tsimring
BioCircuits Institute, University of California,, USA

Noise [undeterministic behavior] permeates biology on
all levels, from the most basic molecular, sub-cellular
processes to the dynamics of tissues, organs,
organisms, and populations.

Then: a deterministic Universe as Physics tell
or
an undeterministic Universe as Biology tell us?

MATHEMATICS: The problem of 3 gravitating bodies

Henry Poincaré
Oscar II of Sweden proposed a
prize: who is able to present a
general solution that describes 3
orbiting bodies, whatever the
mass and distance?

1889: Sur le problème des trois corps
et les equations de la dynamique

↓

A general solution
does not exist!

A NEW PHYSICS:
CHAOS

PHYSICS: Edward Norton Lorenz:
the Science of Chaos is born
Edward Lorenz was a mathematician and
meteorologist at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
On a particular day in the winter of 1961,
Lorenz wanted to re-examine a sequence
of data coming from his model. Instead of
restarting the entire run, he decided to save
time and restart the run from somewhere in
the middle. While they matched at first, the
runs eventually began to diverge
dramatically — the second run losing all
resemblance to the first within a few
"model" months…
A long story that resulted that….

…. Edward Lorenz's first
weather model represented,
by 3 simple equations, an
extremely complicated
dynamical system where
only a statistical description
is possible.

What Is Chaos?
In everyday language "chaos" implies the
existence of unpredictable behavior.
Chaos embodies important principles:

extreme sensitivity to initial conditions due to nonlinearity
Complex dynamics where cause and effect are not proportional (!)
Long-term prediction becomes impossible, and it gives way to a
statistical description of the dynamic system

GIVING US NEW MATHEMATICAL/PHYSICAL APPROACHES
TO STUDY DYNAMIC SYSTEMS IN THE UNIVERSE

Chaos and Biology
Today, one often looks toward physical
systems to find chaos, but it also
exhibits itself in biology
Without any doubt in life genetic/biochemical
networks may be described by nonlinearity, only.

Nowadays in Physics
and Biology
Chaos description wins

Chaotic (normal) heartbeat

CHAOS
PHYSICS
BUT ALSO
CHAOS
GEOMETRY:
FRACTALS!

B.B. Mandelbrot
and
Fractal Geometry

FRACTAL GEOMETRY!

Trees and Bronchial trees, tissues under microscope as well
neurons can be described by the geometry of Chaos (fractal
geometry), with theirs statistical laws, like self-similarity.

This new geometry permits to examine, to
measure, the biological entities with high deep
meaning.

Well, NOW, go to Mars…

..SEARCHING FOR SIGNS OF LIFE
ON THE RED PLANET
BY CHAOTIC ANALYSIS

SIGNS OF
ANCIENT LIFE ON MARS

Fractal geometric analysis of
Martian outcrops: microbialites on
Mars?

Microbialites, such as stromatolites,
are the oldest evidence of life on
Earth

Stromatolites/Microbialites are a
frequently named target of life-detection
missions on Mars
(McKay CP, J.Phys. France,2004; Jepsen SM et al.,
Astrobiology, 2007; Clarke JD, Stocker CR, Icarus, 2013)
Microbialites are rocks formed by microbial mats
trapping, binding and/or precipitating minerals

Fossil stromatolites that lived on the anoxic
Earth 3.5 billion years ago
http://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/lectures/lifeform.htm

On Earth, stromatolites/microbialites are an
organization of primitive cyanobacteria into
large structures, analogous to coral reefs.
They grew in vast colonies.

http://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/lectures/lifeform.htm

Microbialites can be identified through their mineral
structures that results from the growth patterns of
their constituent bacteria

.

Earth: microspherules and filaments in a living stromatolite
at high magnification. Scanning Electron Microscope, 500 X.
M.E. Farias.
http://www.open.ac.uk/earth-research
/tindle/AGT/AGT_Home_2010/RMS-Info
-Stromatolite.html

…thinking to Mars..
Microspherules and filaments in a
terrestrial stromatolite at the same
magnification (X30) and resolution
of the Athena camera aboard of the
Martian rovers, Opportunity and
Spirit

.

Are there fossil stromatolites/
microbialites, therefore fossil life,
on Mars?

that lived perhaps billion years ago, when
liquid water was extensively present on
the Red Planet?

To solve the problem, we have
performed fractal analysis of the
microstructures present in
the stromatolites and other
microbialites on Earth
>

comparing them with

the microstructures present in
the outcrops photographed by
Opportunity and Spirit rovers,
Mars >

Image analysis
The contours present in the
terrestrial and Martian
images
were automatically
extracted
from the images and
converted to single pixel
outlines by a canny-edge
filter

Fractal analysis

A fractal analysis was performed
evaluating on the terrestrial or Martian images:
- Geometric complexities at low and
high scales
- Information dimensions (entropy)
at low and high scales
- Algorithmic complexity (Lempel-Ziv index
,“randomness”)
- Fractal dimension of the minimum path
(tortuosity)
- Maximum diameter
- Minimum diameter

analyzing 25 000 terrestrial
and 35 000 Martian microstructures

FRACTAL INDEXES

EARTH

Geometric complexity
To evaluate the geometric complexity of the patterns, the local fractal dimension
was measured using the box-counting algorithm. Resulting our texture
multifractals, as identified by the two straight lines on the log-log plot, the
algorithm was applied for the two regions: 200-10 pixels = 2 mm - 0.1 mm and
10-5 pixels = 0.1mm - 0.05 mm. Briefly, each image was covered by a net of L
square boxes and the number of boxes containing any part of the outline Nb(L)
was counted. The slope of the log-log plot of Nb(L) vs. 1/L represented the
fractal dimension of the distribution. The existence of log-log straight lines
(p<0.001) justified the use of the fractal analysis, applied here as a tool to obtain
the morphometric indexes. The method was validated by measuring computergenerated Euclidean and fractal shapes of known fractal dimensions
(Circumference = -0.7%; Square = +0.4%; Triadic Koch island = -0.9%;
Sierpinski’s Triangle = -1.5%)

Entropy
To evaluate the information (entropy) present in the patterns, information
dimension, D1, a robust estimate from a finite amount of data that gives
the probability of finding a point in the image, was calculated. The set was
covered with boxes of linear size, d, from 200 to 10 pixels and from 10
to 5 pixels as above, keeping track of the mass, mi (the amount of pixels) in
each box, and the information entropy I(d) from the summation of the
number of points in the i-th box divided by the total number of points in
the set multiplied for its logarithm was measured. The slope of the loglog plot of Information entropy vs. 1/box side length represented the
information dimension of the distribution. The method was validated by
measuring computer generated Euclidean and fractal shapes of known
information dimensions. The existence of log-log straight lines (p<0.001)
justified the use of the fractal analysis, applied here as a tool to obtain the
morphometric index.

MARS
Vs.

Algorithmic complexity (L-Z, randomness)
Relative Lempel-Ziv, L-Z, values were calculated according to the
Kaspar and Schuster algorithm [27] using the Chaos Data Analyzer
version 2.1 software package (CDA Pro, Academic Software Library,
North Carolina State University, USA). Briefly, patterns of the original
image were transformed into 16,732 points containing one
dimensional vector, where each datum point was converted into a
single binary digit according to whether the design is touched (=1) or
not (= 0). Relative L-Z values is close to 0 for a deterministic
equation, close to 1 for totally destructured random phenomena.

Fractal dimension of the minimun
path (Dmin, tortuosity)
Tortuosity, or the fractal dimension of the minimum path, Dmin,
was computed for each cluster present in the image from the
power law Ic = rDmin , where Dmin is the exponent that governs the
dependence of the minimum path length between two points (Ic)
on the Pythagorean distance r between them in a fractal random
material. To obtain Dmin, the maximum diameter and the half
perimeter of the microstructures present in the textures were
measured using an automated procedure (Image Pro Plus
software, Media Cybernetics, USA). For each image 100-500
microstructures were measured. The slope of the log-log plot
(maximum diameter vs. perimeter) represented Dmin. The
existence of a log-log straight line (p<0.001) justified the use of
the fractal analysis in order to obtain the morphometric index. The
method was validated with the original one by Hermann and
Stanley [28] with a maximum shift of ± 3%.

Minimum and maximum
diameters
Minimum and maximum diameter of the microspherules
/intertwined filaments (Earth and Mars) were automatically
measured by Image Pro Plus software (Media Cybernetics,
USA)

EARTH

MARS

Vs.

Results: Opportunity Rover- Meridiani planum
The fractal analysis of the Athena images shot by Opportunity rover,
analyzing 15,000 microstructures, reveals:

fractal parameters that are overlapping the ones of terrestrial
biogenic microbialites: the probability of this occurring by chance
is less than 1/28, p<0.004.

Int J. of Aeronautical & Space Sci. 15(4), 419–433 (2014), Opportunity Rover’s
image analysis: Microbialites on Mars?, Bianciardi G, Rizzo V, Cantasano N.

While, abiogenic pseudostromatolites have morphometric indexes
statistically different from the ones of biogenic stromatolites or Martian
microstructures (a more disordered/random structure)

Results: Spirit Rover – Gusev craterThe fractal analysis of the Athena images shot by Spirit
rover, analyzing 20,000 microstructures, reveals:
fractal parameters that are overlapping the ones of terrestrial
biogenic microbialites:the probability of this occurring by chance
is less than 1/28, p<0.004, also at the Spirit location.
Astrobiol Outreach, 3:5, 3rd November
2015, Microbialites at Gusev Crater, Mars,
Bianciardi G, Rizzo V, Farias ME,
Cantasano N.

CHAOTIC ANALYSIS AND LIFE
ON THE ANCIENT After fractal analysis, the
evidence of the presence of
MARS

microbialites (therefore fossil
unicellular life) in the Martian
outcropps is clear: unicellular life
appears us widespread on the
ancient Mars.

SIGNS OF
LIFE ON MARS
TODAY

VIKINGS ON MARS
The first (and only)
detected life detection
experiments on Mars were
performed by the Viking
landers on 1976. One of
which was the Labeled
Release (LR) experiments
by Levin and Straat with
the injections of organic
compounds in soil
samples.

VIKINGS ON MARS
Immediatey after the injections
of organic compounds in
Martian samples, radioactive
gas evolved approaching a
plateau.
These «active» experiments
were run many times with
similar results.
Interestingly, the LR response
in the 160 °C was very low,
so satisfying the pre-mission
criteria for life

VIKINGS ON MARS
However, a controversy towards
a biologic interpretation of the
data sudden arose, till today.

NO ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS!

No organic compunds? No life!
or do GCMS lacked sensitivity?

In an attempt to resolve this issue we have employed
chaotic analysis of the Viking LR data and of terrestrial
LR pilot studies using bacteria-laden active or inactive
sterilized one as well others biological and abiological
controls.
Chaotic analysis permitted a deep analysis of signal
structure.

Reanalysis of Viking LR experiments:
#9 LR experiments on Mars, 16 000 test points,
(sterilized, starved, Sun protected, Martian samples),
+ biological or abiological control samples.
7 nonlinear chaotic indexes
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Chaotic indexes
Lempel Ziv complexity
A value of LZ = 0: the time series of data follows a
perfectly predictable, regular trend (data ordered)

A value of LZ = 1: the time series of data follows a
completely random trend.
Measure the degree of complexity of a time series
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Hurst Exponent

With the Hurst exponent it is possible to distinguish a time
series of data whose structure is governed by a random
process, from one in which this process cannot properly
be defined as such, despite being a non-deterministic type
(stochastic process with memory).
H = ½ the time series in question follows a random walk process.

Stochastic processes with memory:
0 <H <½ presence of an anti-persistent effect
½ <H <1 presence of a persistent effect
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Lyapunov Exponent
This measure quantifies the degree of sensitivity of a system
from dependence on initial conditions by measuring the
exponential separation of two neighboring trajectories. In
regular systems this distance remains constant or decreases
(λ negative or zero) while in chaotic systems it diverges
exponentially (positive λ).
Since the Lyapunov exponent can also be seen as the
tendency to divergence of the attractor's orbits, in chaotic
systems its value represents the degree of chaoticity of
the system.
Lyapunov <0 = data ordered and predictable
Lyapunov> 0 = chaotic system
Lyapunov >> 0 = unstructured data
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Measurement of data disorder, the
greater the more disorder there is.
Sine function, entropy = 0)
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BDS (Brock-Dechert-Scheinkman statistics)

Time series dependence
White noise, BDS = - 16.8
Pink noise = - 0.6; heart rate = - 3.3 - +1.6 ; sine + noise = + 2.5
Time correlation, τ:

Measurement of data dependence on its neighbors
White noise = 0.64 Pink noise = 21.2 heart rate =
2.7 - 11.4 sine + noise = 11.9
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Biological samples (positive controls: presence of life)
-a terrestrial bacteria-laden active test
- a 23-day series of core temperature readings taken every minute from
a rat in constant darkness

Vs Abiological samples (negative controls : absence of life)
- pre-nutrient administration background radioactivity,
- a series of internal Viking Lander 1 temperature measurements
- a series of external Mars atmosphere temperature
- terrestrial heat-sterilized sample test

Vs # 9 Martian LR data

The set of all the complexity (chaotic) measurements distinguished
the active LR experiments on Mars and the biological ones on Earth
from the abiotic control tests (p <0.001), giving evidence that LR
experiments detected extant life on Mars

Int’l J. of Aeronautical & Space Sci. 13(1), 14–26 (2012)
Complexity Analysis of the Viking Labeled Release Experiments
Giorgio Bianciardi, Joseph D. Miller, Patricia Ann Straat, Gilbert V. Levin

MARS

EARTH
(Fungi/
lichens)

ARE THEY THE SAME?

FUNGI/LICHENS ON MARS?
FRACTAL ANALYSIS IN PROGRESS

